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#Radioworks

 Some brands have notions about radio that are 

completely wrong. Insights from key researchers - Ipsos, 

Audience Insights, Radiocentre.org, The Advertising 

Research Foundation, Media Technology Report, and 

Numeris, debunk some of the myths around radio.  Here 

are 5 of the largest misconceptions about the power of 

AM/FM and its ability to connect with consumers. 
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Ipsos’ 2018 Ad Nation study asked Canadian media and 

marketing professionals about Canadians’ radio habits.  

They underestimated the reach of radio by 20+%.  

Continuous passive measurement conducted by Numeris in 

Canada’s largest markets shows AM/FM radio consistently 

reaches over 90% of Canadians on a weekly basis.  MTM's 

recent Spring 2018 report confirms that even as the audio 

landscape expands, radio listening has remained stable for 

the past decade.
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Myth # 1:  “AM/FM radio has very low reach.” 



According to Audience Insights’ recent Radio On The Move 

study, 81% of A18-34 years old’s listen to some AM/FM 

radio on an average day. Personal music platforms like 

Spotify can’t deliver that kind of reach.  In fact only 5.8%* 

report listening to ad-supported Spotify on a daily basis. 

That means advertisers can reach Millennials 14X more 

using AM/FM radio. *ROTM Fall 2019
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Myth #2: “Millennials don’t listen to radio.” 



In the expanding audio landscape, AM/FM continues to 

dominate in car tuning.  According to ROTM, 56% of 

Canadians wouldn’t buy a car if it didn’t have a radio.  

ROTM also reports that when it comes to in car audio, 

having AM/FM in the car is 2X more important than having 

Apple Car Play for iPhone users and 2.5X more important 

for Android users than having Android Auto.
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Myth #3: “In the world of the connected car, the number one 
thing people do is stream online radio on their smartphones.” 



In a fragmented media landscape, shrewd marketers are 

returning to a balanced approach.  Effective communication 

platforms are not built on an “either / or” scenario.  The 

Advertising Research Foundation advises only 22% to 29% 

of a media plan be allocated to digital.  The truth is AM/FM 

radio can deliver more reach in one week than any social 

platform, across all age groups. 
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Myth #4: “Today’s optimal media plan: put all your money into 
mobile and social.”



Digital platforms and services like Google, Amazon, 

TripAdvisor and Trivago as well as DTC businesses like 

Wayfair, SkipTheDishes and Hello Fresh, repeatedly use 

mass media, including radio, as part of their communication 

plans.  Their marketing teams know radio can create the 

brand fame needed to drive results.  They also know when 

people hear ads on the radio, they take action online.
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Myth #5: “Radio doesn’t build brands.”



AM/FM delivers continuous reach across all key consumer 
demos throughout the year.

Radio reaches Millennials 14X more than ad supported 
Spotify.

Smart phone users would rather have an AM/FM radio than 
Car Play or Android Auto in their cars.

Key consumer segments are reached more by AM/FM radio 
than any social media platform.

An ad heard on the radio aids brand recall, influences 
purchase behaviours and drives online actions.
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Truth:  #Radioworks
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